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FOR MORE THAN 15 YRS
TRUSTED SUPPLIER
Having been involved in the fragrance industry for 12 years, first 
through retail and then importing some of the USA's finest 
brands, I decided to create my own range of scented candles 
and home fragrance diffusers.

This brought with it the freedom to select fragrances that I 
knew Australians would enjoy and also to ensure that I knew 
how we made them and what we used to create them.

After exploring and testing a range of different waxes, I decided 
on keeping our products as natural as possible and this started 
with the wax selection. My choice is to use a wax that is a 
majority blend of natural soy wax and natural coconut wax. The 
wax used in all of our tin and glass jars are vegan and not tested 
on animals. We do not use Palm wax in any of our products. 

We continue to test all the time on the quest for continual 
improvement. Like everything else in this fast paced world, 
products are continually improved and the natural wax today is 
a wonderful product with great fragrance performance.

Overall, I just hope you enjoy. This is what fragrance should do 
for you. Refresh happy memories, put you back in places that 
you hadn't thought about for a while, family, friends, 
experiences, that certain spot in the world.

Indulge your senses

Let your mind wander

Enjoy the moment

 See you on Cloud 9



BOUTIQUE COLLECTION

OUR BLEND

 14 Fragrances

ALL NEW CONTEMPORARY DESIGN

NATURAL SOY COCONUT WAX CANDLES

SCENTED CANDLES

400g 80hrs* 
Grams         Burn Time

*Approximately

REED DIFFUSERS

250 ml bottle

Approx. 6+ months

Hand made by us

No alcohol or ethanol

All Cloud Nine candles are made with a natural soy wax and 
coconut wax blend that provides an unbelievably clean burn. 
This wax is completely vegan, contains no animal products 
and is not tested on animals. There is no added palm wax.

The wicks are lead free cotton wicks.

These 14 fragrances are designed 
with a little intrigue, a good dose 
of sophistication and some clever 
creativity to take fragrance to a 
new level.



Amber Woods Cashmere & Tonka Orchid & Patchouli

BOUTIQUE COLLECTION

Japanese Honeysuckle Mimosa Blossom & Mandarin Passionfruit & Citrus Seaside Wintergreen

NATURAL SOY COCONUT WAX CANDLES

Sandalwood & Camelia

Gardenia Oud & Vanilla Sugar White Lily, Lotus & Suede

Bergamot, Leather & Violet Leaf Pink Champagne Vanilla Caramel

FRAGRANCE
SELECTION



Japanese Honeysuckle Mimosa Blossom & Mandarin Passionfruit & Citrus Seaside Wintergreen

Gardenia Oud & Vanilla Sugar White Lily, Lotus & Suede

BOUTIQUE COLLECTION REED DIFFUSERS

FRAGRANCE
SELECTION

Amber Woods Cashmere & Tonka Orchid & Patchouli Sandalwood & Camelia

Bergamot, Leather & Violet Leaf Pink Champagne Vanilla Caramel


